ENGLISH
UKG
2020-2021
Assignment – 1
Topic –Vowels and Consonants
1) There are twenty-six letters in the English alphabet.
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z
2) There are twenty-one consonants.
b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z
3) There are five vowels. They are also called special
letters.
a, e,i,o,u
->We write an before a word which starts from special
letters.
2) An orange
Eg- 1) An apple
3) An elephant
4) An ice-cream
5) An umbrella
6) An ear
7) An otter
8) An igloo
10) An uncle
9) An ape
->We write a before a word which begins with the
consonants.
2) A tree
Eg – 1) A dog
3) A box
4) A cat
4) A phone
5) A gun
6) A house
7) A mouse

Activities

Dear parents please encourage your children to speak atleast 5 sentences on
MySelf.
1. My name is (student name).
2. I am (age) years old.
3. I like to eat apples.
4. My favourite colour is blue.
5. I love my mom and dad.
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MATHEMATICS
UKG
Session 2020-2021
Assignment 1
SHAPES

DAY 1
Activity
Parents give a ball of flour dough to the child and
help him/her to form the following shapes with it.
Square

Rectangle

Circle

Oval

Triangle

Heart

Star

Diamond

Note- Tell the names of the shapes while helping them
in forming the shapes.

DAY 2
Activity
Parents ask the child to recall the shapes he/she has
learned the previous day by asking them to draw the
shapes on an A4 sheet. When they are done ask them
the names of the shapes they have drawn. In case they
miss any, help them to recall all 8 shapes.
Once the recalling is done, ask the child to draw
these pictures on an A4 Sheet and colour the
pictures.
Note- Tell the child the name of the shapes when
she/he is drawing.

Note- Help
pictures.

the

child

when

he/she

is

drawing

the

DAY 3
Parents ask the child to identify the shapes and the
draw the following pictures on an A4 Sheet and colour
them. Let them take their time in identifying the
shapes. Help them only if they ask for your help.

DAY 4
Parents ask the child to draw a scenery using shapes
on an A4 sheet.
Once they are done ask them which shapes they have
used in their drawing.
Exercise 1
Write the spellings.
Square
Rectangle
Circle
Oval
Triangle
Heart
Star
Diamond
Note- Parents make the child write the spelling at
least 5 times in their rough notebooks. Practice will
make it easier for the child to memories the
spelling.

DAY 5
Parents make the child revise the spelling of the
shapes.
Write the spellings and ask the child to trace it
twice.
Exercise 2
Look around you and write the things which resemble
these shapes.
Square
Rectangle
Circle
Oval
Triangle
Heart
Star
Diamond
Note- Parents help the child in searching for things
and give them hints.
Example:
Circle
What mummy makes every day for dinner and you eat it
with your vegetables?
Answer- Chapatti
Note- Last Day is for assessment so make sure your
child is well versed in shapes by the end of the
week.

DAY 6
MATHEMATICS
UKG
2020-2021
Worksheet – I
Name-______________________
Write the name of the following shapes.

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

Identify the shape of the object given and then write
another object with the same shape.
Object

Door

Wheel

Shape

Object

Egg

Starfish

Ice-cream Cone

Dice

Strawberry

Kite

Draw anything using at least any 5 Shapes.

Colour The picture.
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GENERAL AWARENESS
Class - UKG
2020- 2021
Assignment – 1
TOPIC: BODY TRIP
We have different body parts to perform different functions of our body. We use
our eyes to see different things around us, ears to hear the sounds, nose to smell,
hands to hold and touch, legs to walk and our skin to feel. Some of the body parts
are mentioned below:-

I. Fill in the blanks to form correct words:1. E___E
2. N___S___
3. CH___N
4. MO___T___

5. L___G
6. S___OMA___H

II. Label the body parts
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HINDI
Class UKG
2020-21
Assignment – 1
Name : ______________________.
दो व तीन अ¢र से बने शÞद।
उदहारण :

त + ट = तट, च + ट = चट

च + म + क = चमक, ध + म + क = धमक

अ¢रो को ͧमला के शÞद ͧलखे –
1. र + थ = ________________________
2. स + ब = ________________________
3. ज + ल = ______________________
4. ब + स = ________________________
5. न + र = ________________________
6. ध + न = ________________________
7. ज + ड़ = ________________________

8. श + ह + द. = _____________________
9. उ + छ + ल = ____________________
10. म + ट + र = ___________________
11. न + य + न = __________________
12. ह + व + न = __________________
13. म + ग + र = __________________
14. न + म + क = _________________

Date : ____________

ͬचğɉ मɅ

कमल।

jax भरे
जग।
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